The lifetimes of Bo and B* m e n s have been measured with the SLD detector at the SLC using topological reconstructions of the B mesons. Studies of B,mixing,using similar techniques, show that the prospects for measuring Bsmixing with an upgraded vertex detector are good if x,l15.
INTRODUCTION
This paper reviews the current status of measurements made with the SLD detector of the charged and neutral B m e n lifetimes and discusses prospects for measuring B, mixing with an upgraded vertex detector. Both analyses rely on topological reconstructions of B meson decays, which are far more efficient than exclusive final state reconstructions. We preface these studies with an overview of .the SLD detector, focusing on the performance of the current vertex detector.
VERTEX DFTECTION WITH THE SLD DEECTOR
The SLC Large Detector (SLD) [l] has recorded the decays of roughly 150K polarized Z" decays produced by the SLAC Linear Collider (SLC) between 1993 and 1995. The elements key to the analyses presented here include the central drift chamber (CDC), which measures charged particle trajectories, the liquid argon calorimeter, which in conjunction with the CDC identifies electrons on the basis of shower energy, and the warm iron calorimeter, which is used to identify penetrating particles as muons A 0.6T solenoidal magnetic field provides m e mentum analysis for the CDC.
A CCD pixel vertex detector [2] SutTOlfnds the beam pipe just outside the interaction point and-in conjunction with the CDC-provides precise 3-dimensional tracking information. Impact parameter resolution in the plane perpendicular to the e+e-beams is ore, = 11@ 7 0 / p~i n~/~O it is o , = 37@70/p sin3/20 [p] in the plane parallel to the incident beams (p is the momentum in GeV/c). The micronsized transverse beam dimensions provide a small and stable interaction point. Its transverse (longitudinal) position is measured with 7 (50) j.tm accuracy using sequential hadronic events. The performance of the detector, including even the tails of the impact parameter distributions, is well-modeled by the Monte Carlo simulation.
PHYSICS OF BOB+ LIFETiMES
Measurements of the lifetimes of the particular B hadron species probe B decay dynamics, normalize the rate determinations from which the CKM element V, is extracted, and sharpen the description of heavy quark decay topologies. Lifetime differences in the charm &or provided evidence for nonspectator decay 
BOB+ LIFETIME-SEMILEPTONIC

METHOD
In the semileptonic method, the B decay vertex is taken to be the intersection of the trajectory of a decay lepton and a Dmeson candidate which is identified topologically. expectation, and is diluted by B mixing effects, confirming the charge assignment.
The measured decay length distributions are shown in Fig. 3 for both samples. The Monte Carlo is used to generate a fitting function for these distributions, incorporating the spectrum of B energies expected from fragmentation effects. A binned maximum likelihood fit to both distributions extracts the lifetime ratio and each of the separate lifetimes. Systematic errors are dominated by systematics of the fitting procedure, B physics modeling (especially the fragmentation function) and tracking efficiencies. Preliminary results are as follows:
B O W LIFETIME-TOPOLOGICAL =OD
The second method used to measure the charged and neutral B meson lifetimes relies exclusively on topological vertexing. A sample of b 6 events is selected with an impact parameter tag. Strict quality cuts are imposed on the tracks. Secondary vertices are identified [6] as regions of high track overlap probability, where tracks are represented as 3-dimensional probability tubes, their transverse size reflecting impact parameter errors. Individual Two-thirds of the tagged events have a t least one secondary vertex reconstructed. The secondary vertex farthest from the IP is selected in events having more than one vertex in an event hemisphere. Additional tracks are associated with the secondary if they pass within l m m of the line joining the IP to the secondary, and if the distance between the IP and their point of closest approach to the decay line is at least 30% of the distance to the secondary. The invariant mass of all the tracks associated with the secondary must exceed 2 GeV/c2 in order to remove charm contamination, and the decay length of the resultant vertex must exceed-lmm. Additional tracks, with less stringent quality cuts, are included in the secondary vertex for the charge determination. The algorithm reconstructs 3382 neutral and 5303 charged decays, which have charge These results are consistent with those from the semileptonic analysis presented above and those from other experiments. They are also consistent with the theoretical expectation that the charged and neutral B mesons have roughly equal lifetimes. The errors in this analysis are competitive with those from experiments with much larger data sets, illustrating the statistical power of topological vertexing, and promising much reduced errors in the future.
MOTIVES FOR MEASURING Bs MIXING
Bs and B, mixing, taken together, determine the least well knownside of the unitarity triangle, Vtd/Vbc, with only 10% theoretical uncertainty [7] . This comes about because uncertainties in the B meson masses, bag factors, and decay constants largely cancel when one takes the ratio between the oscillation frequencies for Bs and B, mixing. This accuracy may be sufficient to establish whether or not the CKM phase is nonzero, or equivalently, whether CKM mixing is a source of CP violation. In fact, the measurement of Bs mixing could well be the first test of this standard model s o m of CP violation. If CP violation in the K system is the result of CKM mixing, the mixing parameter is expected to lie in the range 6 < q<33 [7] . This corresponds to rapid Bs oscillations (on the scale of the B lifetime), and requires proper time resolution in the 340% range to be seen. Successful observation of Bs mixing is likely to require excellent decay length resolution and good boost resolution.
MEASURING Bs MIXING WITH THE SLD
Two features of the SLC enhance our ability to measure Bs &g with the SLD. The polarization of the electron beam permits control of the Z" polarization. Since the angular distribution of b quarks is strongly asymmetric, and depends on the known sign of the polarization, the initial b quark charge is tagged by the production angle:
Note that a polarization tag is 100% efficient. With be'ampolarizations near SO%, it has an analyzing power, averaged over the useful solid angle, of 0.5. The tiny, well-defined interaction point, and the small beam pipe radius at the SLC permit very high resolution vertex detection, which is needed to probe high x,.
An upgraded CCD vertex detector [8] will be installed prior to the January 1996 SLD run The new detector is based m very large area (1.5~8 an2) CCDs and will provide improved solid angle Foverage (AQ=.75-+0.90), overlapping three-layer coverage, thinner layers (x/xo=1.2%+0.4%/layer), and an increased lever arm, all of which result in significantly improved resolutions: O~ = 7+37/p sin3% [PI; on = 14@37/p sin3% [PI. The improved resolution increases sensitivity to high x, and boosts event selection efficiencies. The larger solid angle improves acceptance and results in increased analyzing power.
To measure Bs mixing requires knowledge of the initial quark charge, which is tagged by polarization and jet-charge; the final quark charge, which is tagged by lepton charge; and the B decay length and the B energy. The decay length is determined with the semileptonic method described above. The signal for
Bs mixing is a high frequency oscillatory component of the proper time distribution, which is visible once the mixed and unmixed samples have been separated.
THEx,REACH
Studies [9] of the x, reach of the upgraded detector have used full Monte Carlo to evaluate vertexing efficiencies (41%), decay length resolution (200 w), and boost resolution (10%) and acceptance. The present studies assume a 500 kZ sample with the upgraded vertex detector, 80% beam polarization, and 12% B, fraction. Using these parameters as input, a fast Monte Carlo is used to generate an ensemble of experiments, the simulated data of which are fit with a maximum likelihood technique. Besides finding the optimum value of xy the fit assigns a significance by determining the difference in log Qkelihood between the optimum x, and as- significance by determining the difference in log likelihood between the optimum and asymptotically high x,. The significance must be reasonably high, or a false minimum may be detected. The experiment's reach for a significance cut of 2.5 (and corresponding fake rate of 5%) is shown in Fig. 7 , which plots the efficiency for detecting a result at or above the significance cut as a function of x,. The experiment has a reasonable chance to see B, mixing up to x, of 15 or so. Several improvements should extend SLD's reach beyond the baseline established above. The vertexing efficiency can likely be improved, as can the sample purity (by requiring neutrals only or kaon tagging). Themost significant improvements may come from topological tags of final quark charge, made possible by identifying charged Ds in the decay products.
CONCLUSIONS
The charged and neutral B meson lifetimes, and their ratio, have been measured with the SLD detector using new techniques which rely heavily on topologicar vertexing. The installation of an improved CCD vertex detector and an anticipated quadrupling of the size of the data set will yield lifetime measurements with sufficient accuracies to test theoretical expectations. Using the new vertex detector and polarization tagging, the SLD will be sensitive to B, mixing for values of the oscillation parameter x, 5 15.
